1 Introduction: Data Errors and their Root Causes

With the recent move towards data-centric AI, data quality is now playing an even bigger role in producing sound and reliable insights, predictions and analytics. While the data management community has been working on the problem of data cleaning for decades, the problem remains very much present. Most efforts have focused on error detection [13], attempting to leverage symptoms and the manifestations of these errors in data sets to locate and possibly repair them. Indeed, the last few years witnessed significant advances in automating error detection and repairing [20, 9, 15, 22] by probabilistically modelling dirty data sets, and reasoning about error detection and repair as structured prediction problems [21, 8]. In this opinion piece, we present our views on how to further advance the field of data cleaning, and go beyond treating the symptoms of the problem and understand what it takes to treat the causes and the sources of these anomalies and errors.

Tracking errors to their sources is not a new quest of the research community [5, 24, 7]. So why are we revisiting it now? The way current research currently reasons about the root causes of data errors is still, in our opinion, limited. Tracking errors to sources has often been framed as “computational” provenance that represents what was involved in computing a final data product and possibly how this product was computed. The main goal of these provenance-based error tracking systems is projecting errors detected in downstream applications all the way to upstream data sources, where they should be fixed [5]. While the principle is sound, multiple issues often complicate this approach. First, as data processing pipelines become more complex, with cascades of complex machine learning models, capturing this rich provenance information becomes harder, as most if not all of the input is involved in producing the output. Recent progress, however, has been made in tracking responsibility of training data, for example, in the predictions of complex models [18, 14, 10]. Second, even with advances in modelling the responsibility of input sources in the observations in output analytics reports, fixing the sources does not mean that errors have been fixed at their true “roots” – their point of creation; these raw data sources are often the results of other processes not modelled at all in the computational data pipelines, such as grading tasks of humans, sensor readings, and extraction scripts from logs and documents.

Hence, we argue that effective management of data errors and the next-generation data cleaning systems require a more profound understanding of the root causes data errors. These systems should: (1) distinguish between why errors occur and the processes that generated them in the first place, and how these errors manifest themselves as bad data symptoms (e.g., violations of integrity constraints and appearing as outlying values), and (2) explicitly model these data generation processes to allow for new process repair actions that go beyond fixing raw data sources.

2 Reasoning about the How: The Symptoms of Errors

In its most general form, information quality is defined as “fitness for use” [23], i.e., its definition focuses on the use case, the application, the context of the data at hand. Most, if not all, error detection methods make heavy use of this context. They search for and focus on the symptoms of poor data quality and ask the question how a particular data element is an error. We exemplify this insight with selected examples of traditional error detection problems and their solutions.

Outliers Already by definition, outliers can be recognized only in the context of other data elements – only these “inliers” make some other value an outlier. Typical outlier detection methods create a model to represent
normal/typical values and mark as outliers all those values that do not fit the model [2]. Whether an outlier is, in fact, an error is application-dependent and user-defined.

*How* is an outlier a data error? It is very different from all *other* data elements, suggesting it is not the intended value for this data item.

**Constraint violations** Constraints, such as key-constraints, dependencies, or denial constraints can be used to express the validity of a data instance. These rules are specified by experts or discovered with data profiling methods [1]. Rarely do they refer to individual data elements; rather they forbid the existence of some elements in the presence of others, such as a key-constraint denying any other record with the same key value. Discovering and cleaning such violations is an active research area [12].

*How* does a data element violate a constraint? It exists in the presence of some *other* data element. While this is not an error on its own, the collection of these values cannot be part of the intended correct data instance.

**Duplicates** Within a dataset, duplicate records are multiple different representations of the same real-world entity [16]. To clean a dataset, such erroneous duplicates must be detected and then merged or eliminated. Identifying a duplicated record is, by definition, possible only by regarding other records, i.e., only in the context of the entire relation. Typical approaches intelligently create duplicate candidate pairs and then determine their similarity to decide whether they are indeed duplicates [17].

*How* is a duplicate an error? It represents the same real-world object as some *other* data element, with possibly other types of errors causing a different representation.

**Missing values** Missing values are easy to detect when they appear as null values in databases or empty strings in files. In more complex cases, “disguised missing values” can be recognized only by regarding their context, which usually comprises the other values in the column [19]. The typical means to “clean” missing values is to impute their value, again based on their context, usually the non-missing values in a column.

*How* is a missing value an error? It is explicitly represented to indicate an error. However, the difficulty in the case of missing value relates to the interpretation of “null” as *we don’t know the value, but we should* as opposed to schema issues, for example, a relational employees table with some employees who do not have middle names.

Data cleaning, as a means to alleviate the symptoms of poor data quality, is an established and important research and development field, relying heavily on the context of data and its use in applications. Next, we move backwards along the data processing pipeline to explore not these symptoms, but their causes.

### 3 Reasoning about the Why: The Causes of Errors

It is time to ask (and answer) the *why* question! Existing work in the area of data quality, error detection and data cleaning almost exclusively focuses on alleviating the symptoms, rather than removing the cause of the error. None of the methods asks *why* a particular value is missing, why duplicates exist in the data, why violations occur. Answers as to “why” include: faulty (human) data entry, such as missing entries, misplaced values, typos, and vandalism; faulty reading from sensors; missed or not-propagated updates; faulty computations; and misconfigured data pipelines.

While researchers and practitioners (and medical doctors) will acknowledge the truism that problems are best addressed at their source rather than treating their symptoms, the research community has not adequately addressed this opportunity possibly for several reasons:
• In some scenarios, once errors are detected, it is too late – fixing their cause is futile because the data was intended for a one-time use.

• Often, the creation of data is out of the control of the data engineers or data consumers: the data stems from an external source and the data creation can be influenced only through human intervention, such as communicating with the data owners or creators.

• Modifying or improving the data creation process is difficult or impossible, for instance due to technical or human limitations: sensors have an inherent error margin; humans are not infallible, etc.

• Data processing pipelines have become so complex, that treating the symptoms is the easier short-term goal with quick rewards.

Knowledge of the cause of an error and not only its symptom can improve cleaning methods and can help avoid such errors in the first place. To seize this opportunity, multiple challenges must be overcome:

• **Modelling** the processes and data generators (including humans) in the system, instead of modelling only the data and errors.

• **Detection** of data errors without context and detection of erroneous data processes.

• Extending the notion of **provenance** to include (possibly faulty) processes, computation (internal provenance), and data generation steps (external provenance). More on this in Section 4.

• Designing of algorithms and systems to efficiently and effectively trace such extended provenance.

• Designing **repair** operations for such errors and processes, which need to reach beyond the mere deletion or replacement of data instances that is the currently common approach.

These challenges can be summarized as creating a more holistic view of data creation and consumption than is currently practiced. Especially the extended notion of provenance deserves a closer look in the next section.

### 4 True Data Provenance

Provenance is a powerful tool for tracking data artifacts. In the context of this paper, one might think of it as a way to identify the where of the data error’s story. Most practical and effective cleaning solutions follow a clean-and-evaluate lifecycle [11], which leverages the computational provenance of data analytics to track data errors to their sources, and attempts to provide explanations that lead to cleaning actions. This typical lifecycle is depicted in Figure 1.

Provenance and lineage systems focus on describing how the analytical report views are computed from the sources. For example, Scorpion [25], DBRx [5] and QFix [24] (and many other followup work) are solutions that trace back the tuples that contributed to the problems in the target to explain and help fix these errors at data sources. A recent survey summarizes the large body of work in debugging data-driven systems and explain what users see downstream from processing raw data [7]. As these processing pipelines become more complex with cascades of large machine learning models, tracing errors in final predictions back to their causes can be very challenging. However, there is recent progress that can help us reason about observations in model predictions and track them back to errors in training data [10].

The question becomes: is explaining errors in final analytics or predictions in terms of data sources enough? What we refer to as “raw data sources” are often cut off the processes that generated these data, such as the human grader that input that data, the extraction script that generated this data from a webpage, or a presentation of the complex data pipeline that ran in a different software stack and generated this source data. From our discussions
and involvement with large enterprises over the last decade, we argue that this decoupling is often due to two main reasons:

- **Difficulty of integrating data processes in provenance systems**: Representing the process that generated the data might require expressive (and hence complex) provenance systems. For example, semiring-based provenance systems have been extended to capture information about external inputs (e.g., user choices), and to capture process executions [6]; and in the context of scientific workflows, the need for a control-flow driven workflow provenance model in contrast to the traditional data-driven execution provenance paradigm has been explored [4].

- **Loss of provenance continuity across systems**: We might be very careful in collecting and adequately presenting provenance information in the data pipelines we control. However, as the final data product (e.g., predictions, views, aggregates, or transformed data sets) get pushed to the downstream tasks, they are often treated as “source data” and downstream pipelines fail to consume the associated provenance information.

Understandably, these are hard problems to tackle and part of the challenge is not even technical and it involves standardizing data provenance representation across business units and different software stacks. However, this might suggest new research directions; for example, we might prefer developing simpler and less expressive provenance models that target interoperability and ease of propagation over representation power of the underlying computations. Another example is that propagating standard meta-data that ties data sources to central data governance and catalogs can be part of the integrity constraints and sanity checks. We suggest also extending meta-data representation of data sources to include *repair actions* that reference a controlled vocabulary or a *repairing ontology* tapping into the large body of work in work flow and business processes management.

## 5 Conclusion

To conclude, we suggest opening a new chapter of data quality and data cleaning that understands the entire data processing pipeline, in particular tracing it to the very beginning – the genesis of the raw data. We have pointed out the challenges, with a focus on a new view of data provenance.

Having discussed the *how* (symptom), the *why* (cause), and the *where* (via provenance), other questions about errors remain. We have only glossed over the question *what* is erroneous: an individual value, a row, a column, a table, or a process? Our general discussion allows these questions for data model beyond the relational, including tree or graph data, or even images, sound and video. When regarding data as it is created over time, we can ask
when the data error was introduced, and use data versions to understand the nature of the error [3]. The final question of who to blame, we leave to the management sciences.
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